Abstract. The article is concerned about the evaluation of aggregate microtexture. It is very important parameter from the traffic safety point of view and is described as a configuration of small irregularities on the aggregate surface. The new evaluating approach of aggregate microtexture based on the 3-D method is described in this article. 3-D model of surface of aggregate particle was generated from the measurements by microscope method. New program was developed for quantification of aggregate microtexture by a volumetric characteristics. Usability of this method was tested on samples of two coarse aggregate fraction taken from the eleven different quarries in Slovakia. The results of this evaluation have shown a high variability of values of volumetric characteristics between the fractions of aggregate and also between quarries.
Introduction
Microtexture of asphalt pavement is significant surface characteristics in term of skid resistance. It is defined by wavelengths in range 1μm to 0.5 mm and is characterized by microtexture of particular aggregate used in pavement. Its importance consist in providing basic level of friction between tire rubber and the pavement surface (significant on dry pavement surface by low speed up to 40 kmph). The effect of microtexture on the pavement skid resistance is in detail described in [1] . From the geometric point of view the microtexture is defined as a configuration of particular peaks on the aggregate surface [2] . It is clear, microtexture depends on the geometric properties of the aggregate grain (shape and size) and also on petrological and physical properties of aggregate grain [3] . Consequently, the type of used aggregate by its properties predetermine the microtexture level of pavement surface.
A lot of different approaches of aggregate microtexture evaluation methods have been developed and a wide range of measurement methods have been developed for its quantifying. However, taking into account their wavelength in micron scale, the possibility to direct accurate quantification is still problematic and the indirect quantification techniques with the pendulum tester [4] or dynamic friction tester [5] are used as an alternate.
At the present time, laboratory digital image analysis methods (various complex systems, laser scanner, photogrammetry method or microscopes) are extended for direct quantifying of aggregate microtexture. These methods allows to obtain a digital image of aggregate grain that is obviously transferred into 3-D. A video or camera is used to take photos for 3-D image generation in the complex systems developed for evaluation of aggregate microtexture [6 -10] . The use of a laser scanner for 3-D image of aggregate grain and shape properties evaluation is presented in [11] .
The main disadvantage of these above mentioned methods is, although 3-D surface models of aggregate grain are available they allow microtexture evaluation of grains only by 2-D characteristics which are mostly based on the shape of aggregate grain. These characteristics are closely presented in [12] [13] [14] [15] . In general, disadvantage of 2-D characteristics based on digital image analysis is that these parameters allow to capture only larger peaks on the surface of aggregate grains. As the result of this fact, only the upper part of aggregate microtexture range is included into the evaluation [16] . Information including the evaluation of aggregate surface microtexture using volumetric characteristics derived from the 3-D model of aggregate surface could be found rarely. The example is the evaluation presented in [17] . In this study, the 3-D model of aggregate grain resulting from the photogrammetry method was used. The peak material volume characteristics (Vmp) was determined from 3-D model surface based on the Abbott-Firestone curve and only top parts of aggregate grains were included into the evaluation of the microtexture.
Lack of knowledge has been a motive for the research in this field. The main purpose was to use the 3-D model of aggregate surface obtained by optical microscopy as a basic evaluation input and find an adequate volumetric characteristics for following evaluation.
Principle of measurement by microscope method
Optical microscope NIKON AZ 100 ( Fig.1 ) was used to obtain 3-D model of aggregate grains with different surface microtexture. The principle of this measurement rest in scanning of investigated particle by cameras at different Z-axis planes. The investigated particle is set on the microscope pad. This pad is during scanning vertically moved in Z-axis direction (in micro steps). After scanning process, the microscope imaging software NIS Elements Documentation enables tag together images that have been scanned in a different Z-axis planes and then creating a resultant 3-D model. This 3-D model of investigated particle can be exported into the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (Wrml) format (matrix form of regular placed height points of investigated grain). It allows to display and process the obtained 3-D model also apart from the appropriate microscope software in the working background of different computing programs. Then, a choices computing program can be used for following evaluation.
Evaluation of aggregate microtexture

Determination of volumetric characteristics
The new evaluation method was developed in the Matlab computing program with the aim of quantification microtexture of aggregate grain. This method uses as a basic input 3-D model in Wrml format, determined by microscope measurement. The main principle of this method is in definition of volume between particular peaks on the aggregate surface. Basically, it is a volume between "real" and convex surface of aggregate grain (Fig. 2) . Then, this volume presented microtexture of aggregate grain and is determined by characteristics Zvd (Z -plane volume difference). It is a new volumetric microtexture evaluating characteristics which determined aggregate microtexture value by percentage difference of two volumes. The particular volumes are calculated from the defined comparative plane. First volume is determined as the volume of the aggregate grain and the second volume is determined as the volume of wrap (volume under the wrapping plane). Then, smaller value of Zvd characteristics defines lower suitable microtexture and vice versa. That higher value of Zvd characteristics defines angular aggregate with more peaks on the aggregate surface in comparison to polished or rounded aggregate. For more simply and practically calculation of Zvd characteristics was developed the program MicoSYS. This program allows evaluation of aggregate microtexture of only a selected part of aggregate particle by options of height adjustment of comparative (cutting) plane in the Z-axis direction. The principle and determination of Zvd characteristics and program MicroSyS are in detail described in [18] .
Measurement and evaluation conditions
Usability of this evaluation method was tested on aggregate samples taken from eleven different quarries in Slovakia. The aggregates produced from these quarries fulfill all requirements from aspect of road construction quality. The aggregates differed from petrography point of view and ranged from soft (dolomite) to hard (andesite). Two fractions of aggregate particles (4/8 and 8/11) taken from each quarry were used in investigation. These fractions are the most important to ensure the adequate level of microtexture of pavement wearing course. Each sample of the quarry consists of ten aggregate grains (five grains from each fraction). Particular grains were scanned by the stereomicroscope. The measurement process was the same in the case of all scanning aggregates and was performed with the total magnification of 12.5 for the purpose of capturing the largest surface area of scanned aggregate. This magnification represents accuracy 57 μm in X-axis and Y-axis direction (in relation to dimensions of scanned area). The scanning range was divide into 400 steps. It represents 10-30 μm accuracy in Z-axis direction (in relation to aggregate height). Thereafter, the MicroSYS program was used to calculate value of microtexture volumetric characteristics Zvd for each tested aggregate grain. The position of the comparative plane was chosen in the same position for all aggregate grains to have comparable results.
Analysis of results
The representative value of aggregate microtexture for each quarry and fraction was obtained as a mean value from five values of volumetric characteristics Zvd determined on particular aggregate grains. The results of evaluation are presented in Figure 3 .
It was supposed the different nature of aggregate in the individual quarries (and various portion of soft and hard minerals in these rocks) in combination with equipment used for aggregate production could influence number, shape and evenness of fracture planes and thus differences of microtexture values among the particular kinds of aggregates will be observed. However, when two fractions are compared, a production equipment should not play any role (obviously the same is used for production both fractions) and a microtexture of aggregate surface should only depend on properties of rock. Figure 3 , that obtained results have shown the considerable variability. There are the differences between fractions of aggregates and also between the quarries. Therefore, it is not possible expressly to type of particulars types of rocks by the values of determined volumetric characteristics Zvd from the microtexture point of view. Table 1 , summarizes a values variability of volumetric charasteristics Zvd in case of all investigated samples of aggregates form particular quarries and fractions. Data in Table 1 are presented by maximum, minimum and mean values of Zvd charcteristics. For better interpretation, these values are also presented in Figure 4 . On the basis of results presented in Table. 1 and Figure 4 , it can be argue, that the variability of results obtained by this method is very high. In expression as a percentage difference between maximally and minimally obtained values it can achieve for particular sample even 296 %. Possible causes can be several. Firstly, it can relates with a low number of grains representing particular aggregate samples. It confirm also differences among values of characteristics Zvd determined on the particular grains of aggregates within investigated samples ( Figure 5 ). By reason of lucidity, the Figure 5 shows only some of quarry samples but it is sufficient for illustration of values difference within investigated grains. Another reason can be probably related with grain size of investigated aggregates. Inspite of equal measurement and evaluation conditions by measurements with the total magnification of 12.5 each aggregate grain has different size and thus always different surface area (below which is calculated volume) enters in the resultant evaluation. It causes that basic input entering in the resultant evaluation is always different especially when fractions 4/8 and 8/11 are compared.
It is obviously in the
It could be influenced also by measurement errors (different reflection or variance light conditions) because of optical microscope method. The insufficient magnification mainly influence the resultant values of characteristics Zvd. It causes that the scanning area of aggregate surface is always different and it affects also the accuracy of obtained microscope output in Wrml format. This format is a standard file format for representing 3-D information and in this case is represented by matrix form of regular placed height points of scanned particle. The mathematic matrix dimensions are 200 points in X-axis direction and 150 points in Y-axis direction. It leads to the lack of microtexture informations by usage a low microscope scanning magnification. On the basis of results obtained so far it can be concluded that the technique of microscope scanning was choose incorrect. 
Conclusions
The new approach for microtexture quantification and subsequent evaluation on the basis of 3-D outputs obtained by optical microscope was presented in this paper. Presented method uses new program MicroSYS for calculation of characteristics Zvd (Z -plane volume difference) as a volumetric characterization of aggregate surface microtexture. Zvd characteristics determined aggregate microtexture value by percentage difference of two volumes -the volume of the aggregate grain and the volume of wrap (volume under the wrapping plane). Applicability of this evaluation method was tested on aggregate samples taken from eleven different quarries in Slovakia. The aggregates differed from petrography point of view and ranged from soft to hard. Two fractions of aggregate particles (4/8 and 8/11) taken from each quarry were used in investigation.
The presented results have shown, that evaluation by characteristics Zvd incommensurate expected results because of considerable variability. A wide differences between fractions of aggregates and between the quarries was found. Therefore, it is possible to argue that it is not possible expressly to type of particulars types of rocks by the values of determined volumetric characteristics Zvd from the microtexture point of view. The results analysis have shown that the main reason of uncertain results relates with incorrect choosing of technique of microscope scanning. For the purpose of confirmation of usability this characteristics Zvd in microtexture evaluation process next test have to be carried out. It is necessary take measurements with higher magnification because the accuracy of the obtained output depends on the size of scanning area thus on the required magnification. With increasing of magnification is decreasing the size of scanning area and also is decreasing the depth of focus. It leads to higher accuracy of scanning resolution and also to the constant scanning area of aggregate surface for the all investigates grains. In this case is needed to practise a new measurement.
It is also necessary to carry out measurements on a numerous aggregate grains, which have a different level of microtexture (e.g. granodiorite versus limestone) in order to obtain sufficiently representative microtexture value of investigated aggregate by this method and after confirmation that this method makes it possible to distinguish the aggregate surface to carry out additional measurements.
